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Backup and Restore Qlik Sense Server Hosted on Azure VM 

Introduction: In the event your Qlik Sense Server instance, or the VM it’s running on, breaks or you lose 
data or corrupt an application, it is important to be able to restore your VM to a previous date. In  Azure, 
this is made easy by using Recovery Services. In some cases, you may consider uninstalling and 
reinstalling Qlik Sense, but it is a whole lot easier just to roll back changes and not have to go through 
the rigmarole of reimporting all your applications, rebuilding directory connectors, and reloading all 
your data. 
 
Technical Specifications: 

• Qlik Sense Server Version 3.2 

• Azure VM Standard Tier, 2 cores, 3.5 GB Memory running Windows Small Business Server 2012 
 
What’s in This Document: 

1. Configuring VM Backup Using Azure Recovery Services 
2. Restoring an Instance 
3. Reconfiguring the VMs 

Configuring VM Backup Using Azure Recovery Services 

1. Set up new Recovery Services Backup Vault 

Here’s some official documentation about Azure Backup: Click here. 

2. If your Azure VM and Recovery Services are in the same account, you may be able to skip to step 7 

3. Remote desktop (RDP) into your Virtual Machine and log into your Azure account in a browser 

4. Download and run the Microsoft Azure Recovery Services Agent 

 

You can use the default settings or define a custom set on the Proxy Configuration step 

5. Follow the steps to register the server with Azure 

You will be prompted to upload the vault credentials for your Azure Backup Vault. They can be 
downloaded from Azure onto your VM. 
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Once complete. You will see a screen like this and you should have an icon on your Desktop called 
Microsoft Azure Backup (which will launch if you have the checkbox selected). 

 

6. Open Microsoft Azure Backup program and click Schedule Backup 

 

7. In the Recovery Services click Discover and find the name of the VM you just registered 

 

8. Select the new item and click Register and then Protect 
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Now, on the Protected Items tab, you will see an item for your new VM. 

 

Click Backup Now to start the initial backup. Otherwise, it will run according to the backup policy you 
chose. You can monitor the status of the initial backup on the Jobs tab. This will take some time if you 
are restoring a VM, but should be quick if this is a new VM. 

 

Restoring an Instance 

1. Select the Recovery Services item you are looking to restore. 

2. Highlight the Protected Item for your virtual machine and click Restore 

3. Choose the date of the Recovery Point you would like to roll back to and click the next button 

4. Fill out the form and initiate the restore 

5. Keep in mind this will create an entirely new Virtual machine with a different name and you will 
be responsible for deleting the old one or you will be charged for both. 

• Virtual Machine Name:  

6. Monitor the status of the restore on the Jobs tab. This will take a while.  

 

When it has finished the entry will look like this and you will have created a new VM. 

 

Reconfiguring the VMs 

1. Reset the endpoints 

The new VM is created with random point numbers for the important Qlik Sense endpoints. To set these 
up properly, first you have to free up the port numbers in use by the old VM. These can be set to 
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whatever you want. I chose ports 6000 – 6006.

 

Now you can set the ports on the new VM. 

 

At this point you should be able to access your Qlik services as usual. 

2. Configure VM Services 

I recommend you turn your Azure services to the old VM way down so you won’t be charged as much 
for a VM you aren’t using. 
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Then make sure the settings on your new VM are sufficient. 

 

3. Follow the first section of this document to set up the Azure backup for this new VM 

4. Unregister old VM in Recovery Services 

 

5. Delete the old VM and Backup data (once you’ve confirmed your new VM is backing up properly) 
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